Youth violence is something that does not only affect you it affects everyone around you too. When in youth violence what happens is it puts you in a vine that you can't cut loose out of. Many will argue that it is a choice but I would disagree because around where many kids live it is hard for them to think what they are doing is wrong because many things like drugs, guns, bad parental support. All of these things make people wonder if the things they are doing are the right thing because if know one is telling you they aren't than what can you do.

The worst vine that anyone child can get into is bad parental support! The reason why is because with out someone in your family knowing what you are doing is bad and you know it at home you feel kind of UN-loved. But if you aren't able to express your feeling at home than you will just do what you want and probably do a lot of bad things that will lead to jail or death gangs and drugs are both one of the things that also can cause a lot of youth violence. Gangs make you feel like you are family and have to stick up for each other. So than when their is someone that is bigger than you and you fight and lose the fight you and your "crew" will get a gun and kill the other person. That will cause a death than the other group will get revenge and it will just breakdown the heart of the youth community and cost more funerals.

But people wonder when does this all start in the youth life? Any one with a sense can tell you when do they use guns video games no before that at the age of 3-8 because when you are a parent and your son/daughter wants a gun you will but it for them not knowing that after that it will make them want one o more after you should wonder what
is going on but than you think they are kids so nothing will happen but they will eventually at a certain age want one that is real and if they get allowance they Will save up and buy a “air pellet gun” than will either get caught from one you or take it to school and get caught there and either way get in a lot of trouble.

My final reason of what causes youth violence is that it all revolves around who you are and the type of things / choices you make and what they will bring the outcome to when they are gathered y up to make you a bully because when you bully kids it can make them kill their selves and that is a huge part of youth violence and also a youth death so bullying drugs/ gangs bad parental support is what causes youth violent